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Disclaimer: This organization for educational purpose only, and we are not condone hacking of other computers or enterprises. It is ILLEGAL to hack 
another computer other than your own. Please exercise ethical techniques when practicing the tools learned in this classroom. 

Agenda

1. CUCTF Debrief
2. Cyber Team Update
3. Breach Breakdown: Capital One
4. Server Side Request Forgery Demo
5. Communication Survey
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 CUCTF 2019

● On September 28th, we had a chance to participate in 
Clemson University’s CTF competition

● Challenge categories included:
○ Cryptography
○ Reverse Engineering
○ Forensics
○ Binary Exploitation
○ Web Exploitation

● Next year, UGA should aspire to send as many teams as 
possible

● “If I can get one hire out of this event, it’s worth it”
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 CUCTF 2019
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 Cyber Team Update

● Thank you all for attending our first “hacking” 
office hours!
○ Great way for us to test the waters with 

more frequent training sessions
● Congratulations to those who participated in 

picoCTF!
○ Check out the writeups!

● Come check out our next Hacking Hours!
○ We will be going over the solutions to 

CUCTF
○ Any experience level welcome
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 Breach Breakdown: Capital One

● Capital One is one of the 10 largest banks in the 
world by assets
○ Specializing in credit cards
○ 75% of revenues from credit cards

● Capital One is a participating organization in the 
Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security Standards 
Council
○ PCI is an industry standard that is a massive 

driver in cyber security compliance 
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 Breach Breakdown: What happened?

● On July 29th, 2019, the FBI arrested Paige Thompson 
(aka “erratic”) on charges of stealing data on credit card 
applications that affected 100 million people in the US 
and 6 million in Canada
○ US Customer Data leaked:

■ Social Security Numbers
■ Bank Account Numbers

○ Canada Customer Data leaked:
■ Social Insurance Numbers

● Estimated cost of $150 million dollars to Capital One as 
well as brand reputation damage
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 Breach Breakdown: Who is Erratic?

● Erratic has an extremely 
technical background
○ No formal education, left 

community college after a 
year

● Formerly an employee at 
Amazon Web Services

● Extensive web presence, 
including a Slack channel
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 Breach Breakdown: How did this start?
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 Breach Breakdown: How did this happen? 

● According to a source with direct knowledge of the breach investigation, 
the problem stemmed in part from a misconfigured open-source Web 
Application Firewall (WAF) that Capital One was using as part of its 
operations hosted in the cloud with Amazon Web Services (AWS)

● Known as “ModSecurity,” this WAF is deployed along with the 
open-source Apache Web server to provide protections against several 
classes of vulnerabilities that attackers most commonly use to 
compromise the security of Web-based applications

** Courtesy of Krebs On Security

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ModSecurity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ModSecurity
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 Breach Breakdown: ModSecurity OWASP
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 Breach Breakdown: How did this happen? 

● The misconfiguration of the WAF allowed the intruder to trick the firewall 
into relaying requests to a key back-end resource on the AWS platform. 
This resource, known as the “metadata” service, is responsible for 
handing out temporary information to a cloud server, including current 
credentials sent from a security service to access any resource in the 
cloud to which that server has access.

** Courtesy of Krebs On Security
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 Breach Breakdown: AWS Metadata 
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 Breach Breakdown: How did this happen? 

● In AWS, exactly what those credentials can be used for hinges on the 
permissions assigned to the resource that is requesting them. In Capital 
One’s case, the misconfigured WAF for whatever reason was assigned too 
many permissions, i.e. it was allowed to list all of the files in any buckets 
of data, and to read the contents of each of those files.

** Courtesy of Krebs On Security
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 Breach Breakdown: Capital One and SSRF 

● The type of vulnerability exploited by the intruder in the Capital One hack 
is a well-known method called a “Server Side Request Forgery” (SSRF) 
attack, in which a server (in this case, CapOne’s WAF) can be tricked into 
running commands that it should never have been permitted to run, 
including those that allow it to talk to the metadata service.

** Courtesy of Krebs On Security
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 Breach Breakdown: Capital One and SSRF 

● Server-side request forgery (also known as SSRF) is a web security 
vulnerability that allows an attacker to induce the server-side application 
to make HTTP requests to an arbitrary domain of the attacker's choosing 
○ In this case, that domain was the AWS Metadata service 

● In typical SSRF examples, the attacker might cause the server to make a 
connection back to itself, or to other web-based services within the 
organization's infrastructure, or to external third-party systems. 

** Courtesy of PortSwigger
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 SSRF Lab Demo

● To demonstrate the SSRF exploit, we will use:
○ A Kali Linux VM
○ Burp Suite (web exploitation tool)
○ PortSwigger online learning labs

● Burp Suite
○ Has a free community edition
○ Is an industry standard
○ Proxy interception of HTTP Requests
○ Burp Intruder
○ Burp Repeater
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 SSRF Lab Demo 1

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LaNmAmVAJQiGAG4lwqv0Gf1ilRuAA-JX/preview
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 SSRF Lab Demo 2

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wfh-Fmz2lqZkXgCagp2iOvsauGaNoScp/preview
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 Breach Breakdown: Who’s fault?

● It’s complicated
● AWS does not offer protection against SSRF attacks by default

○ Should this be a service?
○ Even if it is not on the OWASP Top 10?

● Capital One was not in compliance with PCI DSS
○ This is due to the unencrypted PII data sitting in AWS
○ Capital One also had an incredible response to the responsible 

disclosure
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 The End ? . . . 

● Innocent until proven guilty
○ Erratic has pleaded not guilty to the charges

● “THOMPSON is charged with wire fraud and computer fraud and abuse 
for the intrusion into data of Capital One and more than 30 other 
entities.” - US Department of Justice 
○ Charges carry up to 25 years in prison

● But wait . . . who are the other 30?
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 How erratic did it

● Created scanners than searched public facing AWS servers for the WAF 
misconfiguration

● She then transmitted commands to the misconfigured servers to obtain 
credentials

● She used the credentials to obtains lists or directories of folders or 
buckets of data

● She copied that data onto her own personal server
● By taking these steps, it appeared as if all the commands sent were 

genuine (putting her in further trouble with the law for identity)
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 Why erratic did it (we think)

● Erratic utilized the computing power 
of the compromised servers to mine 
cryptocurrency for herself, aka 
cryptojacking

● “Primary effects of cryptojacking 
include: device slowdown; 
overheating batteries; increased 
energy consumption; devices 
becoming unusable; and reduction in 
productivity” - Symantec
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 How erratic did it (cont’d)

● Erratic used a VPN from the company IPredator to conceal her location
● She used The Onion Router browser (TOR) to further conceal her identity
● TOR - not only used by criminals!

○ “We, at the Tor Project, fight every day for everyone to have private 
access to an uncensored internet, and Tor has become the world's 
strongest tool for privacy and freedom online.” - official TOR webpage

○ Sophisticated form of double encryption 
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 Want more on erratic?

● Do some research! A simple Google search can lead down interesting 
rabbit holes…

● Check out the resources page on ugascs.com to see the sources used in 
this presentation
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 Communication Survey

● How do you want to be contacted as a Cyber Team member?
○ Discord?
○ Slack?
○ Other?

● https://www.strawpoll.me/18799382
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 SCS Social Media Handles

ugascs@gmail.com

https://ugascs.com

@uga.scs

@ugascs



architecture lends itself to  be 
highly scalable and portable  for 
different deployments and  threat 
vectors.
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 Interest Forms

● SCS Member Interest Form
○ https://forms.gle/UxuhLCCogArytQxv7

● SCS Cyber Team Application
○ https://forms.gle/u2yNMwTfWDcVM2iz6 


